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In a network with a larger group of NVRs and CMS, it often takes much more effort and 
time to locate a certain camera. The Vectis iX-KB keyboard is designed to fix this 
inconvenience. Vectis iX-KB is a full-functional keyboard to dominate the entire network 
at the comfort on just one site. The keyboard features 35 function keys to quickly select a 
camera or a monitor in your network to manipulate instant video and recorded video. Also 
featured is a 3-axis joystick to move a selected camera’s lens to quickly frame your 
desired scene onscreen for PTZ. 
 
The keyboard comes with a dedicated utility to manage the keyboard’s features. Use the 
utility to bring a camera, a monitor or a relevant viewer under the keyboard’s control. The 
utility also includes an onscreen keyboard to interact with you once a physical keyboard 
is not available. 
 
Features 
 
 Easy installation with plug-and-play USB interface 
 Easy operation with function keys and joystick 
 Function keys and numeric keys to quickly select a monitor or a camera 
 Function keys to manipulate video 
 3-axis joystick to freely move a selected PTZ camera 
 Easy management with dedicated utility 
 Onscreen keyboard to act like a physical keyboard 
 
 

 

Utility Basics 
The utility’s basics to work, taking 
monitor management for example, is to 
make a list of the monitors and register 
them according to the IP address of a 
monitor’s relevant NVR and the 
sequence order of a monitor to its 
relevant NVR. 
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Specifications 

Input Devices 
Joystick 3-Axis with PTZ controls 

 
 

Keys 35 function keys 

Interface USB 
Female Standard Type B  

Direct connection to NVR or CMS 

Display Display 256x64 dots, LCD 

Power 

Power Voltage 7~20 Vac/Vdc 

Power 
Consumption 

70mA / 12 Vdc 

Environment 

Operating 
Temperature 

20°C ~ 60°C (68°F ~ 140°F) 

Operating Humidity < 90% 

Appearance 

Dimensions 390 (L) x 145 (W) x 70 (H) mm 

Package Size 435 (L) x 190 (W) x 175 (H) mm 

Net Weight 0.75 Kg 

Gross Weight 1.4 Kg 
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